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Abstract

Rail-freight junctions have the primary role of efficiently moving freight for the domiciled forwarders through interconnections to national and international transport corridors. To fulfil transport demands a holistic view of all relevant infrastructural components (e.g. intermodal facilities, shunting yards) is needed. Intermodal freight hubs use two or more forms of transportation to move goods. Freight yard complexes with their main functional components involving (i) receiving, (ii) switching and (iii) departure yard are directed to ensure transport in individual wagons. That results in a distress, when block trains, intermodal trains and full-load traffic concur within large junctions. Characteristically, large freight junctions are often historically grown, therefore limited in capacity and operationally inefficient. Based on that, the purpose of the project OPTImodal implies to bring different players of one considered junction together, in order to optimize logistics and transport processes and to develop the (cooperative) use of the infrastructural and operating resources on site.

Results comprise the creation of a prototype with various functions implemented: (i) a disposition system for an effective empty wagon handling, (ii) an analysis tool for more efficient handling processes of the shunting yard (e.g. with adjusted time frames for opening hours) and (iii) a tool for reducing bottlenecks within the junction through smoothing the capacities by timely information use. Important manufacturers located at the site or nearby are looking for cost-efficient and operation-effective ways of getting their goods, components and services in and out of the junction. Aspects like an optimized availability of operational resources and a maximized degree of capacity utilization are fundamental to offer competitive transport chains and to gain
competitive advantages in the markets. To this end, the developed prototype – for analyzing, disposing and planning – lifts modal shift potentials within the junction, supports operation processes and eases infrastructure investment decisions.
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1 Introduction

From today’s perspective the challenges in the European rail-freight business are characterized in particular by one crucial fact: shippers more frequently generate products and claim delivery time frames that often can only be partly fulfilled through physical rail-freight transport [1]. However, this is not only because of given system disadvantages of rail-freight transport compared to other modes of transport (primarily the truck) [2]. Above all, there are historically grown provider structures and established monopolistic regulations for system and infrastructure usage – combined with unspecific orientation towards customer demands and non-existent openness to cooperation initiatives – which allow only little advancement in rail-freight services [3].

Especially in rail-freight junctions where the establishment of pre-/on-carriage from/onto other modes of transport, loading, unloading, handling and transport-related storage services needs to be implemented, the requirements for the rail-freight value chain appear very difficult. As multiple stakeholders (shippers, logistics service providers, freight forwarders or operators, etc.) are involved in rail service provision within freight junctions/hubs, there is plenty cooperation and coordination potential.

In the end, rail-freight systems face changing customer requirements [4]. In terms of the rail’s system strength – seen as the basis of performance – the following requirements need to be considered:

- Goods should be transported over long distances, as the costs become clearly justified. (Rail freight is lagging behind in terms of that requirement, until now).
- The goods should be transported in high volumes. The higher utilized wagons and trains, the better the fixed costs can be covered (fix cost degression). (An increasing container use, growing numbers in port hinterland transports and the possibility of inter-plant transport or transportation of high volumes within the provider networks of logistics services can be beneficial).
- Rail should carry goods that must be delivered at fixed time frames. (Rail-freight systems offer all necessary logistical requirements – can be integrated into time-dependent logistic transport processes).

In contrast, rail-freight transport – by its very nature – is less suited for domestic transportation or transport of small volumes, mainly because the required network density is not given. Its system drawbacks result from low flexibility due to specified routes and schedules as well as from extended
transport times in single wagon transport. In addition, the lack of offers relating to wagon tracking, bottlenecks on main transportation routes as well as time-consuming and costly transshipment activities in combined transports stand for systemic disadvantages [5].

This brief comparison of the strengths and weaknesses in freight rail systems is intended to show that – under the current structure of effect in supply and demand behaviour in the transport market – the advantages of rail systems for a customized service offer cannot be made applicable. Offers from players in rail-freight transport systems need to be based on the system's strengths in the future; weaknesses are to be perceived as opportunities for the whole system [6].
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Figure 1: Trimodal junction Linz.

That also applies for the large rail-freight junction in Linz, which is historically grown and intimately linked with the existing structures related to local property and infrastructure. As for the definition of initial system boundaries as well as for better understanding, the given trimodal junction is illustrated in Figure 1. The trimodal transport junction in Linz consists of several railway sidings and shunting yards, one container terminal, a trading port and a tank farm with necessary handling facilities and warehouses for combined and multimodal transports on rail, road and water. The underlying work focuses on the rail system, representing the initial development context.

Railway sidings, tracks, shunting yards, shunt terminal, hump yard and transfer stations of the system in Linz are displayed and show the current system structure.
At the shunting yard east, all trains are grouped according to their final destination and the formation of primary (trans-regional) and secondary (regional) train groups are realized. All single wagon transports are processed within this shunting yard and are supplied to the concerned railway sidings. Grouped wagons are collected in the sidings. Through the selection of the hump yard the wagons are combined and formed into the ranking group. The arranged wagon groups are further formed into provided directional tracks, to be available for outbound processing.

On a total of 63 km of track length, the junction Linz actually offers access to the retail infrastructure network for 18 companies, for a total of 1.86 million tons of loading volume in 2012 onto the rail network. The container terminal is a central component in this structure: with an annual volume of 790,000 tons in 2012, it contributed 42.5% to the total volume of the junction. Ranked in the Top 3 of freight junctions in Austria, the junction Linz is given significant priority for the future.

2 Related problem description

The optimization of node systems in the rail-freight transport business is - due to the prevailing system complexity in general - extremely difficult. Because of the involvement of three rail transport undertaking companies within the given rail-freight junction (RCA, LogServ and Wiener Lokalbahnen), high complexity is a consequential result [7]. Various transport and cargo handling equipment, various interrelated information flows and applied information and communication technologies within existing systems are difficult to be depicted holistically. Problems within the junction operations and processes as well as resource allocation are perceived; the actual causing effects can often not be identified.

Therefore the related problem area comprises processes/operations (incl. the role of the stakeholders) on the one hand and the use of resources (e.g. infrastructure, operating resources and staff) on the other [8].

The main processes/operations at the multimodal rail-freight junction Linz – allied to the customer offering – are divided into “block-train transport”, “single-wagon transport” and “combined freight transport”. Additional operations on the trimodal hub consist of “intermodal transport”, “truck transport” and “inland waterway transport”. These main product types (described in Table 1) need to be aligned with all operations to ensure maximum customer satisfaction:

Aside from these product types, accompanying service- and information-processes as main logistics processes in the rail-freight junction are set to bundle wagons within the junction. Collecting, shunting and distributing processes for optimized utilization of wagons or wagon groups require a well-coordinated use of resources. Threatening resource bottlenecks mostly relate to (1) non-availability of wagon resources, (2) maintenance activities (repairs of locomotives, spare parts orders, cleaning processes in freight wagons) (3) the provision of cargo handling areas and handling-equipment, (4) the removal
Table 1: Main product/process types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product/process type in junction</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Block train transport</strong></td>
<td>Block train transport is in particular suitable for transports over long distances. Core feature is the transportation of bulk shipments from one same forwarding station to the same end terminal, without interruption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single wagon transport</strong></td>
<td>With single wagon transport, large state-owned railway companies supply the domestic area with rail services. Its essential elements are the • collection and distribution of loaded wagons to the customer and concurrently delivery of empty wagons, • empty wagon provision from multiple railway sidings and defined collection and • formation of outbound group trains starting from one shunting yard towards the next.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermodal transport</strong></td>
<td>An operation that describes the formation of intermodal transport chains, in which goods are moved from source to destination through technical and organizational interconnected operations. With the use of (standardized) loading units (e.g. containers), grouped transport chains the best possible utilization can be realized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Road (Truck) transport</strong></td>
<td>Logistics services as land transport by truck – ideally used for pre-/on-carriage, short transport distances and transport distances in the main carriage – are perceived as the main service competitor of single-wagon-transport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inland waterway transport</strong></td>
<td>Typically part of the combined transport process, the waterway-transport option stands for a particular additional or more often alternative mode of transport (dependent on substratum) in trimodal transportation hubs, virtually predestined for (inbound) bulk shipments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

process of faulty trains from the network as well as (5) the organization of pre- and on-carriage onto other modes.

In rail-freight transport and its junctions, network and wagon loads are extremely important due to the high investment intensity. An efficient deployment of personnel, a maximum utilization of trains and the use of the rail
infrastructure and capacities are among the superficial stakeholder tasks in rail-freight junctions.

The solution scope within the given rail-freight junction is seen in the following dimensions:

- Reduction of bottlenecks (infrastructure, personnel) through cooperative measures and potentially cooperative organizational units (for balancing demand and available capacity).
- Demand-related time-table adjustments (train compositions, wiring paths, time slots of trains).
- Operational management of capacity through timely information use.
- Identification of modal shift potential – from road (truck) to rail.
- Proposals for limited but meaningful infrastructure expansion measures.

3 Optimisation approaches

Main goal of the optimisation is to operate the junction on a co-operative way to ensure a higher common benefit for all stakeholders. To generate successful solutions a systemic approach is needed. For this purpose based on the research work within the solution scope two corresponding optimization approaches represent the most convenient way to match stakeholder demands with the best results, ensuring optimal use of the involved player’s time, operating resources and facilities as well as the efficient use of the whole rail infrastructure. The co-operative management and operation of the junction is based on the overlying goal of utility maximization from the perspective of the involved stakeholders (shipper, forwarder etc., ergo “business view”) and the business location (“economics view”).

The identified optimisation approaches, also referred to as enabler of optimisation, are:

3.1 Forming a “co-operative junction”

To operate the specific junction on a co-operative way underlying organizational structures are needed [9], (1) for the value added oriented vertical and horizontal integration in reasonable areas, (2) to establish co-operative operational units like resource and personal pools and (3) for the coordinated use of infrastructure agreed upon between the involved players. As a result of this approach a contracted utilization concept enables the collaborative functioning of the junction.

A utilization concept typically consists of structures, processes and tools for

- cooperative transport planning and execution,
- the efficient use of infrastructure,
- empty wagon management,
- realizing modal-shift potentials,
- optimising block train utilization and
- risk management (back-up processes).
For a joint examination of utilization concepts software-based prototypes can contribute significantly for implementing efficient operating co-operative structures by simulation.

### 3.2 Prototype based analysis

Prototype based simulation allows to analyze and virtualize selected aspects and characteristics of the junction and therefore to estimate various scenarios within the defined areas of application (see below). Using the example of the junction Linz (Upper Austria) the developed prototype is a rule-based software application to analyze the functioning of the shunting yard east as well as other selected aspects of the junction (shippers etc.). By importing generic data and using a close to reality control system with defined rules for the discrete process steps, the prototype can be used within different areas of application.
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**Areas of application for optimisation scenarios (actual and optional status):**

- **Scenario: yard validation**
  - Simulation to analyze the actual status of the shunting yard (virtualization). Validation is also needed to test the sound functioning of the prototype.
- **Scenario: capability of shunting yard**
  - Simulation of the actual status by adoption of the opening hours of the shunting yard. Based on variable opening hours the systemic changes can be analyzed regarding the throughput time of the wagons and the number of manipulated wagons per week.
  - Simulation of the actual status by adoption of the control rules (based on defined measures) to boost the degree of capacity utilization.
Simulation of the systemic impact reached by technologization of the main infrastructure components (e.g. hump yard) regarding throughput time and labour utilization (optional status).

- Scenario: changes in transport volume (optional status)
  - Simulation of effects and systemic changes within the junction caused by modal shift from truck to rail and/or increasing volumes of the resident shippers.
  - Simulation of systemic changes evoked by optimising the yard train schedule (ergo adoption of the control rules for the departure yard).

The combination of the mentioned optimization approaches allows choosing an optimization strategy that best fits to the requirements of the involved stakeholders.

Table 2: Prototype functions for planning and analysing processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prototype function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utilisation planning – wagon schedules in track</td>
<td>Rule-based planning allows displaying single resources (tracks) in the junction, including exact sequencing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilisation analysis – fill rate in directional track</td>
<td>Fill rates and corresponding maximum wagon lengths for forming wagon groups visualize critical utilization levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilisation analysis – number of wagons over time period</td>
<td>In order to detect capacity problems and bottlenecks, the progress in number of wagons (train forming) is visible over a certain time period.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results and conclusion

As already stated above, the main goal of the optimisation is to operate the junction on a co-operative way to ensure a higher common benefit for all stakeholders. But the optimization of historically grown rail-freight junctions is a challenging and highly complex task. Because of the involvement of multiple transporting, transshipping and shipping companies, various equipment and information flows as well as information and communication technologies, all single components have to be seen as one communicating system. To fulfil the needs of all involved players and operate the junction as efficient as possible the involved stakeholders, relating processes and infrastructure components have to be merged and handled as a unit. To conclude from the results: In order to implement the co-operative use of the infrastructural (for efficient infrastructure use) and operating resources (cross-company cooperation regarding operating resources and staff) and on this basis optimize logistics and transport processes, common organizational structures are needed, respectively indispensable.

Figure 3 shows all involved components of a utilization concept. The merging framework consists of common information and planning structure with a simulation tool (prototype) for optimising.
Critical factors for the success of co-operative concepts are [10]:

- short- and long term benefit for all involved stakeholders,
- increasing the competitiveness of all market players ("business view") and of the whole junction ("economic view") and
- preservation and expansion of rail-freight infrastructure (junction has potential for growth).

The stated design recommendations for a co-operative concept in a large railway junction clarify that in these specific models of transport networks of rail freight, further adjustments (involving information management, co-operative planning and simulation activities) are in demand to better meet future customer needs.
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